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Venues for CAPLA courses are sponsored by companies who support our Adopt-a-Course program. We would like to
thank our ongoing sponsors in this program. Without you we wouldn’t be able to offer these great courses. If you or
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CAPLA 2015 COURSE CALENDAR

Please continue to watch the website and e-Bulletins for updates.

Date

Time

Course

Oct 13

8:30am - 4:30pm

Reclamation: Unlocking the Mystery

Oct 15

8:30am - 4:30pm

Acquisitions & Divestments: The Long and Winding Road

Oct 27

8:30am - 4:00pm

CAPL Operating Procedures - A 5000 Foot Overview

Nov 4

8:30am - 4:00pm

Dealing with Difficult People

Nov 5

8:30am - 4:30pm

Administration of the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) Directive 56

Nov 18

8:30am - 4:00pm

Third Party Surface Agreements

CAPLA 2015 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & EVENTS CALENDAR
For times and locations, please check the CAPLA website.
Sep 24

Lunch ‘n Learn: Alberta Energy Regulator and Aboriginal Consultation Office: Joint Operating
Procedures

Oct 6

Lunch, Learn, LEAD!: Leading through Turbulent Times/Doing More with Less

Oct 20

Lunch ‘n Learn: Cal Hill, Executive Vice President, Strategy and Regulation Division, AER

Nov 3

Leadership Breakfast Series: Frontline Leadership with Linda Goode

Nov 17

Lunch ‘n Learn: Alberta Minister of Energy, The Honourable Margaret McCuaig-Boyd

Dec 2

CAPLA Holiday Celebration

2015 ETHICS PROGRAM CALENDAR
For times and locations, please check the CAPLA website.

Date

Time

Course

Oct 1

8:30am - 12:00pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part One - Morning Session

Oct 1

1:00pm - 4:30pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part Two - Afternoon Session

Nov 12

8:30am - 12:00pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part One - Morning Session

Nov 12

1:00pm - 4:30pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part Two - Afternoon Session

Dec 3

8:30am - 12:00pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part One - Morning Session

Dec 3

1:00pm - 4:30pm

CAPLA Ethics Course Part Two - Afternoon Session
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CEO Message
Member Loyalty Helps Us Weather the Storm

T

he drop in the price of oil is affecting all of us –
from corporations and individuals to organizations
such as CAPLA. Fortunately, CAPLA has a large
and diverse member group that recognizes the value of a
CAPLA membership in both good and tough times.
Our tremendous success over the past few years has
allowed us to slowly build healthy reserves that will help
our organization remain stable during this decline in
the price of oil. At the beginning of this year, we took
immediate action to reduce spending and control costs
– one example was folding our two-day conference into
one day. In addition, we secured excellent speakers on a
number of relevant topics that attracted good crowds for
our Lunch ‘n Learns throughout the first half of the year.
We expect that attendance will remain strong this fall.

‘n Learn in September; Cal Hill, Executive Vice President,
Strategy and Regulation Division at the AER will speak
in October; and Alberta’s Minister of Energy Margaret
McCuaig-Boyd has accepted our invitation to speak at
the November Lunch ‘n Learn after the provincial budget
is delivered in October. CAPLA is now on the Alberta
regulators’ A-list, receiving invitations to participate in a
variety of discussions on topics such as the 2015 and 2016
provincial budget and a review of Alberta’s public lands
grazing lease program. We have identified good CAPLA
representatives for these interactions and expect to build
stronger partnerships with regulators as a result.
VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGN

Unfortunately, most corporate sponsorship, training
and development budgets were dramatically reduced or
eliminated this year. Those reductions have affected our
revenue in a number of categories including memberships,
sponsorships and educational offerings. (We remind you
that CAPLA memberships belong to the individual, not the
corporation. If your work situation changes, you are still
able to tap into CAPLA’s benefits and network even if your
company paid your membership fees.)

The volunteer recruitment campaign that we ran during
July and August in the e-Bulletin has been very successful.
The promotion attracted a large number of members,
some of whom have never volunteered for CAPLA
before. Volunteering for CAPLA is a true win-win. CAPLA
benefits when you lend your skills and knowledge to the
association, while you benefit from meeting new people,
expanding your technical connections, learning valuable
new skills and giving back to your profession. Thank you
to everyone who stepped forward – we look forward to
working with you in the future.

RENAMING/REBRANDING UPDATE

AGREEMENT WITH OLDS COLLEGE

We have decided to postpone any further action on
renaming or rebranding CAPLA. Earlier this year, the
Board of Directors made a decision based on member
feedback to retain the CAPLA acronym. We did want to
consult further with the membership to determine if the
words behind the acronym should be altered slightly and
we also wanted to consider refreshing our logo. All of
these steps would incur costs and so we have decided
that, for the time being, we will not proceed with these
initiatives.

Thanks to a recent agreement, all three of CAPLA’s
certification exams – Mineral, Contracts and Surface –
are now administered by Olds College and conducted
at a downtown location. The exams are administered
electronically, enabling CAPLA to maintain better quality
control and exam-writers to receive their results faster.
Exam dates this fall are October 17 and November 28, and
a number of study group sessions have been scheduled. It
is certainly not too late to sign up to write your certification
exam this year. You can find all the information on our
website.

ELEVATING CAPLA’S PROFILE WITH REGULATORS
The proactive approach to government relations that
the CAPLA Regulatory Committee (CRC) has adopted is
definitely paying off for our association. We have recently
confirmed that the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) and the
Aboriginal Consultation Office will provide a joint Lunch
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We would like to conclude with a thank you to everyone
who has renewed their membership or joined CAPLA
during this uncertain time. In turn, we will continue to
offer the best educational, professional development and
networking opportunities possible for our members, as
we weather the storm together.

n

MENTORSHIP PROGRAM: Helping Junior Land
Professionals Navigate the Rabbit Hole
By Rebecca Cole, Mineral Land Administrator, OMERS
Energy LP and Member, Mentorship Committee

A

blossoming career in land
asset management is exciting, challenging and,
for many junior or intermediate land professionals, it can be
overwhelming.
I am a junior mineral land
administrator, and my experience
on the job has been just that:
exciting and challenging. Every
day brings the unknown, I face
entirely different scenarios than
those seen from the day before, and I never know what
tomorrow will bring. I enjoy the dynamic nature of the
job, but at times it is very much like falling down a rabbit
hole!
I participated in the Fall 2014 CAPLA mentorship session,
and it gave me a sense of belonging in an industry to which
I was new. It helped me find my footing and boosted my
confidence. I am so grateful to all of the mentors who
volunteered their time to pass the torch of wisdom on
to the next generation. Their generosity and advice has
surely touched all the mentees in ways that will benefit
this industry for years to come.

JOIN THE MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
CAPLA’s Mentorship Committee is currently recruiting
new mentors and mentees for Fall 2015. The
Mentorship Program is a great way to learn or share
knowledge about the land discipline, while making
new connections in the industry. If you are able to
devote at least two hours a month to the program
from October 2015 to June 2016, sign up today at
caplacanada.org/careers/mentorship-program/.
IMPORTANT DATES
Mentee Orientation: September 22, 2015
12:00 - 1:00 pm, CAPLA Boardroom
Mentor Orientation: September 23, 2015
12:00 - 1:00 pm, CAPLA Boardroom
Meet and Greet: September 25, 2015
12:00 - 1:00 pm, CAPLA Boardroom
Mid-Point Check-In: January 21, 2016
12:00 - 1:00 pm, CAPLA Boardroom

I am a proponent for mentorship because it builds on
the concept of community, rather than a network.
Junior and intermediate land professionals can benefit
both personally and professionally as mentees, while
experienced professionals can be involved in the
community as mentors.
The CAPLA Mentorship Program is relatively new; it was
launched in Fall 2013, and has completed two successful
sessions. Experienced land professionals are paired with
upcoming junior or intermediate individuals within their
discipline, and the common thread of this program is to
support professional development and enhance soft skills.
The CAPLA Mentorship Program is not intended to teach
technical skills or find employment. Rather, it is a platform
for experienced professionals to share advice and insight
with the next generation of land professionals. The benefits
of this program go beyond the mentee and their career;
it is a great way to stay connected with the community,
develop skills and inspire others!

n

HMA Land Services is now RPS HMA.
At RPS HMA we place significant value on
developing and maintaining excellent
relationships with our clients and industry
partners. Our team is dedicated to providing
the same level of professional service,
reliability
and expertise
that our clients have
CAPLA
OFFICE
MOVE
come to expect from us.
The CAPLA office has been relocated in
our current building.
Pipeline  Exploration & Production ( E&P)  Telecom  Power

Our new address is First Street Plaza,
Suite 620, 138Toll
4th Free
Avenue
(866) SE
412-5263
Calgary, AB T2G 4Z6
www.hmaland.com | www.rpsgroup.com
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Article
B.C. OIL AND GAS ROAD REGULATION:

A Single Framework Approach to Managing Roads
By Lynda Neufeld, Surface Access Team Lead, British
Columbia, ConocoPhillips Canada

O

n June 3, 2013, the B.C. Oil and Gas Commission
(OGC) implemented the Oil and Gas Road
Regulation (OGRR), prescribing all oil and gas
roads under the Oil and Gas Activities Act (OGAA).
In essence, the regulation provides
a prescriptive framework for road
construction, road maintenance, road
use, and deactivation of oil and gas roads.
The introduction of this regulation was
significant for the oil and gas industry
in British Columbia as it provided a
single framework approach to managing
oil and gas road infrastructure with an
increased focus on environmental and
safety components. Leading up to the
implementation of this regulation was
years of discussion between multiple
industry players in northeastern B.C.
intent on developing legislation that
would suit all of industry with respect
to resource road operations. Termed the
Natural Resource Road Act (NRRA), this
legislation would guide all of industry
under one umbrella and is still under
development. As per OGC Directive
2013-01, the NRRA, when implemented,
will replace the OGRR.
Prior to the implementation of the
OGRR, the majority of roads related
to oil and gas activity on Crown lands
were permitted through Section 7 of
the Petroleum Natural Gas Act.
In
addition, main corridors of access and
road networks were often permitted
under the Petroleum Development
Road Regulation. None of these “permits” afforded the
proponent a tenure under the Land Act. In 2010, this
changed when the OGAA was implemented, and the OGC
began issuing a Section 14 Land Act tenure on oil and gas
roads. Then, with the introduction of the OGRR in June
2013, the OGC began issuing an OGAA permit along with
the Section 14 Land Act tenure. Subsequently, the PDR
regulation was repealed and the process of transitioning
existing Section 7, non-status and PDR’s to OGAA permits
began.
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Through the OGRR, any road that is utilized for oil and gas
or related purposes, that is not already regulated through
another agency, is considered a “prescribed road” and
subject to the legal framework of OGAA. The definition of
an “oil and gas activity” in the Act was also amended to
include “the construction or maintenance of a prescribed
road,” therefore requiring a permit under the Act to carry
out construction and maintenance. This
includes roads on freehold lands as
well; while access to the land is granted
through the surface agreement with the
landowner, the “activity” still requires an
OGAA permit.
When
the
OGRR
was
initially
introduced, the OGC advised that
general maintenance activities on
existing roads, though now considered
an “oil and gas activity,” would be
grandfathered through Section 118.1 of
the Act. However, any “modifications” to
a road, as defined in the OGRR, would
require a new permit under the Act.
There was one exception at this time
to grandfathered maintenance, and that
was for those roads on Crown land
that received a Land Act permit after
January 27, 2011 and prior to June 3,
2013. Roads permitted within that time
frame required immediate transition to
an OGAA permit in order to be able
to continue with general maintenance
activities. So as not to interrupt ongoing
operations of maintenance on these
particular roads, OGC enabled this to
happen quickly and transitioned these
roads directly, without requiring an
application from the proponent.
As for the rest, OGC encouraged proponents to transition
their existing Section 7, non-status and PDR roads to an
OGAA permit by submitting a transition application. Since
June 2013, there have been a number of existing roads
transitioned through the application process. Many of
these transition applications were motivated by necessity
of modification work being done to the road, and/
or winter access roads that previously required annual
Section 9 approvals under the Water Act. Motivation to
transition roads to OGAA permits became much broader

with the introduction of Bill 12 in early 2014, when the
requirement to transition all active oil and gas roads for
general maintenance activities became necessary.
As per Industry Bulletin 2014-16, Section 118.1 of the Act,
which previously afforded grandfathered maintenance
activities on both Crown and freehold oil and gas roads
built prior to January 27, 2011, was amended by Bill 12. The
exemption of requiring a permit to conduct maintenance
activities was limited to only those roads built prior to
January 27, 2011 that are located on freehold lands.
General maintenance activities, like grading, plowing
snow, etc. on Crown land now require a permit by way of
submission and approval of a transition application. The
OGC has directed that these permits are to be in place
by November 1, 2015. Multiple roads can be applied for
under one permit, which may help to reduce the time
and cost spent on bringing active roads into compliance.
However, consideration should be given to potential
future divestment and reclamation plans. The divestment
or reclamation (deactivation) of an individual road that
was lumped in with others will require an amendment
and separate permit to isolate the individual road that is
reclaimed or divested. From this perspective, grouping
certain roads together may only delay the administrative
requirements in the long run.
The OGC has also changed the framework for how the
occupancy on Crown land is administered for roads.
As previously described, all roads permitted after the
implementation of OGAA in 2010 received a Section 14
Land Act tenure. This changed as of March 2015, when
the OGC began issuing the Crown occupancy piece of
the permit under Section 138 (1) of the Petroleum and
Natural Gas Act, rather than Section 14 of the Land Act. As
per Industry Bulletin 2015-05, the OGC’s intent in doing so
was to consolidate and streamline the permitting process.
The result was an elimination of the $500 document fee per
permit, as well as the elimination of the
opportunity to hold a tenured interest on
what are, in some cases, sizeable assets.

Act, Wildlife Act, Environmental Management Act, Wildlife
Act, and Workers Compensation Act.
From an administrative standpoint, it is worth noting
that the function of providing notice to OGC in order
to conduct certain activities on a road has increased
as a result of the regulation. Part 4 of the regulation
includes notice to OGC, affected landowners, and rights
holders, prior to construction (including modification)
of a road. Notices to the OGC for things like restricted
access, limited maintenance during periods of no activity,
resumption of maintenance after a period of no use, and
deactivation of an oil and gas road, are all now required
as well. Documentation of bridge inspections and major
culverts, as well as retention of those records is now
explicitly required, as outlined under Part 3, Section 9 of
the regulation.

n

For further information and reference to the materials
provided above, please visit the Oil and Gas Commission
website, specifically www.bcogc.ca/legislation and www.
bcogc.ca/industry-zone/documentation/Roads.

THE KEY TO HAPPINESS IS
DISCOUNTS OF UP TO

25

%

ON YOUR AUTO

INSURANCE

Members of CAPLA could save on insurance with BrokerLink. For starters, you
could get a 15% discount just for being a CAPLA member and save another
10% by bundling home and auto policies together.

To learn more, or to see if you qualify for preferred discounts, call:

1.855.771.9438
brokerlink.ca
Subject to policy conditions and exclusions. Insurance products provided by Novex Group Insurance. Services available in Alberta through Canada Brokerlink Inc. ™ BrokerLink is a trademark of Canada Brokerlink Inc. ©
Copyright 2013 Canada Brokerlink Inc. All rights reserved. Certain conditions apply to all discounts.

Since the implementation of the OGRR
in 2013, compliance and enforcement
of the regulation has been guided
under existing provisions in the Act.
Any deficiencies are documented by
the OGC and served as written notice
to the proponent. If the deficiency is
not addressed, a compliance order will
follow. Fines for non-compliance are
assessed through the Administrative
Penalty Regulation and can range from
$20,000 to $250,000, depending on the
infraction. The construction, operation
and maintenance of an oil and gas road is
also subject to other applicable B.C. Acts
and regulations, including but not limited
to the Water Act, Heritage Conservation
NEXUS – September 2015
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Article
The Importance of Self-Leadership in Uncertain Times
By Jim MacLean, Manager, Mineral Land Asset
Management, Talisman Energy Inc.

T

he opening line from Charles Dickens’ A Tale of
Two Cities is widely regarded as one of the greatest
opening sentences in English literature. The most
quoted portion follows:
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it
was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of
incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the
season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it
was the winter of despair, we had everything
before us, we had nothing before us, we were all
going direct to Heaven, we were all going direct
the other way….
Who would have thought in mid-2014 that it could ever
be used to describe the Canadian oil and gas industry in
mid-2015?
The advances in technology, the quality of our workforce
and the emphasis on social responsibility are such that the
Canadian oil and gas industry has never been as effective,
efficient or environmentally responsible as it is today.
Turning more specifically to the land profession, our
skill sets are stronger than they have ever been because
of such factors as the evolution of regulatory regimes,
work processes, precedent agreements and information
systems, and the shift in the historic land administration
role to much more of a land asset management role.
Other than for continued low natural gas prices, it truly
was the best of times in mid-2014, and it still is in some
ways. However, things changed radically as of late 2014
when oil prices collapsed and the dominoes began to fall
around us to a degree that still remains very uncertain for
our industry, for our employers and for us as individuals.
Each of us has been affected by this change in the
investment climate in some way, and our personal anxiety
will probably increase the longer that it continues.
We know intellectually (but perhaps not emotionally)
that we cannot change the things beyond our control.
However, we can choose how we manage our personal
response to this uncertainty. One way that we can do this
is to examine the manner in which we perform our job
responsibilities by going outside ourselves to look at our
performance through the eyes of an objective observer.
This is the first of a two-part article about an emerging
line of business theory referred to as “followership.” Many
of the associated behaviours are actually quite similar to
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those that we would typically associate with positions of
formal leadership. This should not be surprising, though,
since each of us wears between one and three leadership
hats at any given time in the workplace, regardless of the
position we occupy on the organizational chart.
Some of us, of course, hold positions of formal leadership.
Most of us assume a role of informal leadership for certain
aspects of our jobs in the normal course of our day-to-day
work. But all of us are leaders with respect to the way in
which we choose to manage ourselves, since each of us is
ultimately the President and CEO of what I like to refer to
as “the business of you” – our own career.
In normal times, good self-awareness and self-leadership
are very beneficial. During uncertain times, I believe they
are critical.
THE THEORY OF FOLLOWERSHIP
Largely forgotten in the emphasis on enhancing leadership
competencies in business are the potential benefits that can
be obtained by helping those who are not in a position of
formal leadership (“followers”) to modify the lens through
which they look at their contributions.
While organizations continue to invest in training
followers, training is typically focused on the narrow
technical aspects of their roles, or the “what” of their roles.
Very little emphasis tends to be given to training on the
more all-encompassing “how” with which they approach
their jobs.
The net effect is that organizational training on the
“soft skills” side of the equation is generally focused
on improving the quality of leadership without any
corresponding attempt to enhance related organizational
capacity in those outside the leadership circle.
In part, this difference in relative emphasis reflects a belief
that strong leadership is at the foundation of organizational
success. In part, it also reflects a belief that the “how” of
leadership is more important to organizational success
than the “how” with which the followers approach
their responsibilities. If our organization enhances our
leadership capability, all of the pieces will necessarily fall
in place to deliver better business performance, right?
Actually, it doesn’t work like that. The reality of the dynamic
is that the performance of leaders, that of followers and
overall organizational performance are interdependent.
The ability of the business enterprise to sustain itself over
the longer term requires strong performance from both
leaders and followers. Strong leadership performance
without strong corresponding performance from the

followers cannot position the organization for ongoing
success and vice versa. Similarly, poor business results
make it much more difficult to sustain high levels of
leader and follower performance because of the negative
motivational aspects that flow from poor business
performance.
This recognition of the interrelationship between
leadership and the manner in which followers contribute
to the business has seen an emerging trend in business
literature about the theory of followership. Its essence
is that organizational performance can be enhanced
significantly if employers invest in developing skills in
their many followers that complement the leadership
skills being built in the much smaller leadership group.
Part of the attraction of the theory of followership is
recognition that even employees in positions of formal
leadership are also followers in terms of their reporting
relationship to others and in the roles that they play
on cross-departmental projects. Many of the attributes
that make them successful leaders will also make them
effective participants when they are in a follower role. The
key difference is not in the skills they possess, but in the
roles that they are asked to play when in a follower role.
The “leaders” need to be able to shift their behaviours
easily (and perhaps subtly) from a leadership approach
to a followership approach with respect to those other
interfaces if they are to be optimized, notwithstanding
that they may not categorize those modified behaviours as
those of a follower.

This body of literature is particularly timely because of
the increased access to information on a real time basis
across organizations, the ongoing emphasis on flattening
organizational reporting structures, the attempts to
increase the empowerment of employees at line levels
and, of course, the degree to which prior “flavour of the
month” initiatives have had the unintended consequence
of creating some level of cynicism at working levels about
future change initiatives.
The need for organizations and individuals to fire on
all cylinders is especially relevant to our industry and
each of us personally because of the uncertain business
climate in which our industry finds itself following the late
2014 collapse in oil prices and the strategic and tactical
adjustments that are being made as a consequence.
FOLLOWERSHIP PATTERNS
The theory of followership has largely evolved from
Robert E. Kelly’s 1988 article In Praise of Followers that
was published in the Harvard Business Review in the
November-December 1988 issue (pages 142-148). Kelly
examined followership behaviours and motivations,
and concluded that differences in performance were
based on two behavioural dimensions – independent,
critical thinking and the degree to which performance
participation is on a passive or active basis. He identified
five types of followership patterns from that analysis that
are summarized in the diagram below.

INDEPENDENT, CRITICAL THINKING
EFFECTIVE FOLLOWERS
•
Independent thinkers
•
Approach tasks with energy
•
Self-starters
•
Independent problem solvers
•
Good judges of their strengths & weaknesses
•
High standards for their own performance
•
Contribute well to teams
•
Can succeed without strong leadership

ACTIVE

PASSIVE

ALIENATED FOLLOWERS
•
Critical thinkers
•
But passive in their roles
•
Typically turned off at some point

Survivors Straddle the Four Quadrants
and Go With the Flow
PASSIVE FOLLOWERS
•
Passive
•
Uncritical thinkers
•
Low initiative to take on more than the
tasks in front of them

YES PEOPLE/CONFORMISTS
•
Active followers
•
Very deferential
•
Depend largely on the leader for inspiration

DEPENDENT, UNCRITICAL THINKING
NEXUS – September 2015
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Using this analysis, Effective Followers offer the best of
both of these dimensions by being independent, critical
thinkers who are participating actively in the performance
of their responsibilities. In that article, Kelly concluded
that Effective Followers share four major qualities, as
noted below:
Self-management: The ability to think for themselves; to
work without close supervision; to make good choices
within the context of organizational objectives and their
own competencies and authority; and to share their
opinions openly as a partner in the applicable task.
Commitment: A commitment to a purpose higher than
their own life and career interests, such as the organization,
the work unit or a particular project or idea.
Competence and Focus: Self-aware of their own
performance, with a focus on optimizing skills and
identifying and addressing development gaps.
Courage: A high level of personal integrity and credibility.
While not mentioned specifically in the article, an
overarching attribute inherent in the qualities mentioned
above is the response of Effective Followers to change.
The combination of their ability to assess the change
independently, their competence in their area of
expertise, their commitment to optimize outcomes for the
organization and their personal credibility and integrity
allow them to look at change objectively, to regard change
discussions as an opportunity for improvement, to initiate
change discussions and to be an agent for change with
their peers.

n

The second part of this article will be published in the
December 2015 NEXUS. It presents an evolution of Kelly’s
model, in which the two dimensions of followership are
the level of commitment to high performance and the
importance placed on effective working relationships. It
also offers the critical final piece of the followership puzzle
by encouraging each of us to use the information provided
about followership to examine objectively the manner in
which we choose to follow. (Read both Part 1 and Part 2
of this article on the CAPLA website at caplacanada.org/
followership.)

EARN AN INDUSTRY DESIGNATION –
Write a CAPLA Certification Exam
With CAPLA’s voluntary Certification Program, you can
earn one or all of the following industry designations:
•

Certified Petroleum Mineral Administrator (CPMA)

•

Certified Petroleum Surface Administrator (CPSA)

•

Certified Petroleum Land Contract Administrator
(CPLCA)

To be eligible to write the Certification Exams, you must
be a CAPLA member in good standing, with at least five
years of practical working experience in the land contract,
mineral and/or surface disciplines with a focus on Western
Canadian oil and gas operations.
Four exams are offered each year, two in the spring and
two in the fall. The exams are administered by Olds
College. Please note that Olds College charges a $200
exam writing fee. In 2015 the Board of Directors waived
the $50 certification administration fee previously charged
by CAPLA.
EXAM WRITING DATES:
Mineral, Contracts and Surface
October 17, 2015
November 28, 2015
SURFACE STUDY SESSIONS
October 6, November 17 & November 24
12:00 – 1:00 pm, CAPLA Boardroom
CONTRACTS STUDY SESSIONS
September 29, October 8, November 9 & November 19
12:00 – 1:00 pm, Prairie Sky Royalty Ltd.
MINERAL STUDY SESSIONS
September 30, October 7, November 9 & November 19
12:00 pm – 1:00 pm, CAPLA Boardroom
For more information: caplacanada.org/resources/
certification-program

NEXUS PHOTO CONTEST
Congratulations to Thea Connery of Tiera Land Inc., winner of
the 2015 NEXUS photo contest. Thea’s photo appears on the
cover of this issue of NEXUS.
Thank you to everyone who entered this contest. The NEXUS
Editorial Committee may select photos from the contest for future
editions of NEXUS. If your photo is selected, we will contact you.
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CAPLA
Jason Paton of Lawson Lundell is CAPLA’s New General Counsel

J

ason Paton, an oil and gas
partner with the law firm Lawson
Lundell LLP in Calgary, has agreed
to act as general counsel to CAPLA
on a volunteer basis.

a member of the Canadian Bar Association (Natural
Resources Sector), Calgary Bar Association, Canadian
Energy Law Foundation and Rocky Mountain Mineral
Law Foundation. Given his practice’s focus on oil and gas
matters, he assists CAPLA members on a daily basis.

Jason, who has a law degree from
the University of Saskatchewan
(2000), is an active member of
the Law Societies of Alberta and
Saskatchewan. Jason provides
legal services to Western Canadian
energy and oil and gas companies
of all sizes, both domestic and international, with
particular emphasis on upstream operations. He also has
extensive experience and expertise with land and land
asset management-related issues, previously acting as inhouse counsel to the Saskatchewan Registrar of Titles with
the Information Services Corporation of Saskatchewan.

Lawson Lundell LLP is a leading Western Canadian
business law firm. With over 120 lawyers in offices in
Calgary, Vancouver and Yellowknife, the firm operates in
locations with key access to the rich natural resources of
western and northern Canada. It has top-ranked lawyers
working in energy, commercial, regulatory, environmental
and aboriginal law. The Calgary Oil and Gas Group, which
consists of Jason Paton, Jay Lalach, Randy Madsen, Paul
Negenman and Bernadita Tamura-O’Connor, regularly
assists land administrators, landmen and in-house counsel
in acquisitions and divestitures, title and day-to-day oil
and gas matters.

Jason has been practicing law for 15 years and, despite
moving to Calgary 10 years ago, still maintains a blind
allegiance to the Saskatchewan Roughriders. He is

n

CAPLA would like to thank Craig Johnstone, who graciously
and unselfishly served as general counsel for the past 22
years, for his outstanding service to our association.

YOU HAVE A LOT ON YOUR MIND – WE CAN HELP

With extensive experience in the oil and gas sector and a strong energy regulatory practice,
our Calgary office is perfectly positioned to assist Western Canada’s energy industry.

Jason Paton

Randy Madsen

Paul Negenman

Jay Lalach

Bernadita
Tamura-O’Connor

#1 regional law firm in Alberta, British
Columbia and the territories, Canadian
Lawyer magazine.
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Legacy Leaders
Legacy Leader:
Mary-Jo Case
As Senior Vice President of Land and
Human Resources for Canadian
Natural Resources Limited, MaryJo was responsible for Mineral
Land Management, including
negotiations, acquisitions and
dispositions as well as people
strategies for both Canada and
the UK. Her strong leadership skills
have been an asset in her career
and she offers these experiences as
a mentor to junior personnel who
demonstrate leadership potential.
DESCRIBE YOUR LEADERSHIP JOURNEY
I began my career in the oil and gas industry with Shell
in 1980 as a Land Administrator. I moved to PanCanadian
in 1985 in the role of Contracts Landman. In 1994, I was
given the opportunity to take on the role of Coordinator
Land, managing the Negotiating Landmen and the Land
Administration and Contract groups. In the years that
followed, I became Manager of Land and was part of
the Management Team for the Western Division. In
2002, I joined CNRL as Vice President Land, became an
Officer of the Company and was a member of the Senior
Management Committee. In 2013 I was promoted to Senior
Vice President of Land and Human Resources.
TELL US ABOUT YOUR LEADERSHIP “AHA” MOMENT
When you are young and just starting out in your career,
you look to leaders as being all-knowing and sometimes
very intimidating. During my career, I realized that leaders
start out like everyone else; they don’t know all, they do
have fears and they have to learn to become a leader.
To succeed as a great leader, you need the support and
respect of others and people who truly believe in you.
WHAT MYTHS WOULD YOU LIKE TO DISPEL?
“Lead with an iron fist and leaders are always right.” This
way of thinking is far from the truth. You cannot lead
alone and if you do not have the respect of your people
you will not succeed. Listening, learning and working
together with your staff, leadership will happen.
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST EMBARRASSING LEADERSHIP
MOMENT?
At a company function, I was suddenly asked to say
grace before the meal. I stumbled red-faced through the
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grace because I was worried about offending someone
– I needed to ensure the grace was non-denominational.
After I finished, comments were, “Don’t quit your day job
to join the church!!”
SHARE YOUR WORDS OF WISDOM
It is very important to truly listen and respect others. You
need to be firm but fair and always take the time to thank
people for their hard work and congratulate them on a
job well done.
WHAT DOES LEADERSHIP MEAN TO YOU?
To make a difference in someone’s career aspirations, to
be a role model, to develop people to work together as a
team and to take pride in doing it right with integrity. It
is very rewarding to have someone tell you that you truly
made a difference in their career choices and that they
would not be where they are today if it wasn’t for your
guidance and support.
HOW DO YOU ENGAGE THE YOUNGER GENERATION
REGARDING TAKING ON LEADERSHIP ROLES?
First they have to want to be a leader; they need to have
passion for the role. You need to provide leadership
opportunities for those individuals to mentor junior staff
and attend meetings on your behalf. It is very important to
provide feedback to them on their work, communications
and presentation skills, and how they interact with others.
WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF
LEADERSHIP?
You need to really listen to your people, ask for their
opinion, provide them with immediate feedback and let
them know it is okay to ask questions.
WHAT DOES LEADERSHIP MEAN TO YOU?
To be recognized as a role model, to create value with
the highest of integrity and to have an environment that is
“fun to come to work.”
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU PROVIDE FOR CURRENT
OR NEW LEADERS?
You cannot lead on your own. Reconnect with your mentor,
build a supportive team that works together to succeed
and always continue to learn and educate yourself.
WHAT HAVE BEEN YOUR CHALLENGES OR OBSTACLES
IN YOUR ROLE AS A LEADER?
Dealing with poor performers; figuring out how to turn
these people around to be successful and part of the team,
and convince them to take pride in their work.

n

Leadership
Learn, Then Lead: How to Flex Your Learning Muscles
By Randy Parkin, Partner, Key Consulting Group Inc.
Before you read this article, take a look at this case online: A Question of Commitment – Introduction (keyinc.
com/cms/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/A-Question-ofCommitment-Intro.pdf).

W

e have all watched leaders do ill-advised, even
stupid, things. Perhaps you have been that
leader. I know I have.

Credibility is the currency of leadership – hard earned and
easily lost. You will make mistakes. Every leader does. But
you can’t afford the damaging and avoidable mistakes that
happen when you:
•

React before you have the data to really know
what’s happening;

•

Make inappropriate assumptions, failing to
diagnose why things are as they are;

•

Begin without a clear sense of direction, with
no idea what you really want; or,

•

Are unprepared to do what’s needed, without
the skill or resources to do it well.

Work with the Eyes of a Child. Anyone who spends time
with a preschooler knows children are designed to learn.
They test, challenge and experiment constantly, asking
“Why?” to the distraction of any adult within earshot. As
we mature, that inquisitiveness is displaced by what we
call wisdom, lessons learned over a lifetime that help us
diagnose problems more quickly, act more surely, and
avoid common traps. We stop asking why because we
know, or think we do.
Leading is about change and people. You deal constantly
with the new and novel, and work with the different and
diverse. When things change, old learning may not apply
as expected. Every person is different from the next. No
leadership “rule” is universal in its application. Ask “Why?”
even when you think you know, and especially when
you are frustrated or surprised by what’s happening. The
questions you ask can be more powerful than the answers
your training and experience have prepared you to give.
Don’t Get Suckered by Your Stories. We are not objective
or unbiased observers of reality. Our brains process the
data that comes to us through a mess of prejudices,

Leadership is about action: stepping up, sharing your
vision, engaging others, moving things forward. But the
best leaders ready themselves as learners before acting as
a leader. Here are six suggestions to help you flex your
learning muscles prior to stepping up to the challenges
that test you as a leader.
Suppress Your Instincts. Behind our business-like
demeanors are instincts better suited to the jungle than
the boardroom. Under stress, our bodies prepare for fight
or flee, amping up the senses, pumping up the blood
pressure, and releasing a flood of adrenaline. Just when
you need to think clearly and act smartly, your internal
chemistry tunes you up for aggression or running away.
Give your brain a chance to cope with this chemical soup.
Relax and reflect before you react and regret it.
When stuff hits the fan, you will feel the pressure of others
expecting you to step up and your own inner sense of
responsibility. A bias for action is exulted in business, but
a bias for results is what we really need. The technical
complexity of our work and social complexity of our
organizations mean the quick way out of problems often
leads right back into new problems, as well-intended
reactions produce unintended consequences. There is
probably more room for learning than you feel in the
moment. Take your time, because it is seldom given to
you.
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intellectual short-cuts, and memory errors. We then fill
gaps in our knowledge with assumptions, creating personal
stories about the people and circumstances around us.
A problematic shift happens when we start paying more
attention to these stories than what is actually happening.
Positive stories about high performers, for example, may
blind you to real problems these “stars” are having or
creating. Negative stories about poor performers can cut
you off from the true potential in them.

of strength for a leader, not weakness. To achieve real
learning breakthroughs, temper your confidence with the
humility to consider observations, ideas, and feedback
from the truly diverse, different, even “weird” followers
you need around you.

When you want something different to happen, challenge
these stories. If others create problems for you, ask: “If this
person were sane and capable (rather than what your story
says they are), why would they be doing what they are
doing?” Before taking any big step, test your assumptions
against a grid of “touch and test” points, people you trust,
proven metrics, or other reliable means to challenge your
thinking.

There’s a line, let’s call it the readiness line, at which you
know enough, have anticipated enough, and are prepared
enough, to move forward responsibly. That line is different
in each situation, but great leaders don’t wait till they
are 100% ready. The magic number tends to be closer
to 80% – informed, but with questions outstanding; safe,
but not comfortable; with a plan, but willing to adjust as
you move. The only way to be absolutely sure what will
happen next is to have the courage to take that first, risky,
step.

Re-think Your Personal Story. The story that undermines
learning most is often the one you tell about yourself, the
one in which you have what it takes and know what to
do. You should be confident, no doubt. There are good
reasons you were tapped for promotion or others look to
you for leadership informally. You may even be the most
capable person in the room. But, you might not be. And
as leader, you don’t need to be.
Leadership is about getting things done with and through
others. Listening to and learning from others are signs

FOR 30 YEARS...
ENERGY IN NEGOTIATING
PROVEN SUCCESS FOR BUSINESS, L AND + THE COMMUNIT Y

■■ Negotiating +
administering
surface rights
■■ Acquisitions + divestment
■■ Administration
outsourcing + data entry
■■ Freehold mineral
leasing + Crown landsales
IN CALGARY

403 243 5518
mslland.ca
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Have the Courage to Fail, Responsibly. You need to
learn, but you must move. Stagnant, procrastinating and
dithering are not descriptors you want applied to your
leadership.

Capture Your Lessons Learned. Learn, then lead, then
learn again. Overwhelmed by the demands of their jobs,
leaders can find themselves rushing from situation to
situation, never capturing the insights and understanding
that their experience is creating. As a consequence, they
repeat the same mistakes and miss recurring opportunities.
Make a ritual at least weekly of taking some time to simply
relax and reflect on what has happened around you.
Pay attention particularly to situations that surprised or
frustrated you, clear evidence of something unseen and
potentially valuable. Capture your thinking in a paper or
electronic journal. Looking back over these notes can help
you see patterns and trends not obvious at first. Then go
teach what you have learned to others. You will make
yourself, and them, better.

n

Randy Parkin is a Partner in Key Consulting Group Inc.,
an Alberta-based company specializing in leadership and
organization development. He is a dynamic trainer and
coach, with more than 30 years of experience working
particularly with front-line leaders.
Find out what happened with the case A Question of
Commitment – Conclusion (keyinc.com/cms/wp-content/
uploads/2014/03/A-Question-of-Commitment-Conclude.
pdf).

CAPLA Committees
EDUCATION
FACILITATION
COMMITTEE
By Carolina McCausland, Member,
Education Facilitation Committee
On behalf of CAPLA and the CAPLA
Education Facilitation Committee (EFC), we
would like to thank all of our facilitators for
their time, participation and commitment
to our committee. Your contribution to
CAPLA’s success is very much appreciated!
The CAPLA courses delivered through the EFC are an
integral part of CAPLA’s mission to provide its members
and non-members with specialized and well-planned
courses to meet the needs of our industry.
Interested in taking part in our committee but unsure
of what it involves? A facilitator is keen, has an interest
in continuing education in all aspects of the oil and gas
industry, and facilitates a collaborative environment by
working closely with the CAPLA office, acting as the
liaison between the instructor, CAPLA staff and the host
venue to ensure each course’s success.
Facilitators are required to attend monthly meetings, which
are currently held on the third Thursday of every month to
discuss progress on courses and provide feedback on past
courses. Suggestions, concerns and action
items that contribute to improvements
are discussed and communicated to the
CAPLA office. The monthly meetings
run from January to December with the
exception of July and August.

Back (l-r) Glenda de Costa, Twin Butte Energy Ltd.;
Fiona Clancy, Caledonian Royalty Corporation; Carolina
McCausland, Independent; Kim Lu, Prairiesky Royalty
Ltd.; Deanna Selent (Chair), Independent; Susan Pinkney,
Apache Canada Ltd.; Alex Big Plume, Devon Canada
Corporation; Lora Malowany, Twin Butte Energy Ltd.
Front (l-r) Lynn Skena, Independent; Katherine Bailey,
Independent; Janice Burlo, Surge Energy Inc.
CAPLA always appreciates the companies that are able to
support and host the CAPLA courses. Without their help
and support it wouldn’t be possible.
Ready to get involved? Contact Matt Worthy, Programs and
Events Manager, at matt@caplacanada.org. Happy Fall!

n

Facilitators are expected to facilitate at
least two courses per calendar year. No
previous experience is required. The
facilitator will shadow one course as a
minimum with an experienced facilitator
as training.
And… the rewards? Facilitators attend two
courses per year free-of-charge and all
materials are included. It is an opportunity
to improve or enhance public speaking,
build relationships with colleagues and a
great networking opportunity!
Looking for another way to get involved
and benefit the industry? Your company
can be the venue for the next course!
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Nourish

Navigating Turbulent Times in Life and Business
By Tiffany Cammer, EAM Analyst Compliance, Energy Asset Management, Cenovus Energy Inc.

A

s my husband and I were walking down the jet bridge to board the plane to Chicago, the panic was starting to set
in. I didn’t eat breakfast because I was feeling nauseated thinking about the rocky turbulence. I didn’t sleep the night
before because my brain had run through every possible worst-case scenario.

We had to connect in Chicago on our way to Mexico so I
would be in two planes that day. The thought of being on
one plane was giving me anxiety, but the fact I had to do it
twice was too much. The whole process had always been
extremely terrifying for me, and I couldn’t find one reason
to relax.

I could have chosen to focus on the completely unique
experience of witnessing a breathtakingly beautiful sunset
from 30,000 feet in the air. I could have watched the movie
Despicable Me and laughed like a five-year-old in my seat.
I could have imagined the feeling of warm white sand
between my toes as I looked at an infinite turquoise ocean.

My husband, on the other hand, is the complete opposite.
There is not one part of the journey that he finds scary or
stressful. He happily ordered a sandwich and turned on his
computer to check all the college football stats. He starting
chatting with the flight attendant about our trip and the best
Mexican beer.

I could have realized that it really is a wonderful privilege to
be able to fly, but in reality, I chose to focus on every bump
in the flight, and felt a small twinge of terror every time the
seatbelt sign came on.

I would have listened to the conversation but I was too busy
watching the aircraft maintenance crew doing last-minute
checks. I felt that if I didn’t watch carefully something could
go terribly wrong with our flight.
Before we prepared for takeoff, the captain calmly and
cheerfully greeted us and wished us a relaxing flight. Nope.
I wasn’t going to trust him either. I didn’t have control over
this situation and I couldn’t predict what would happen.
Even a former Air Force pilot who had been flying safely for
30 years could not convince me that I was safe.
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We arrived safely and comfortably in Mexico that evening.
My husband was energized and ready to go out on the town
and I was exhausted. I was angry with myself because I had
wasted all this energy for nothing. It served no purpose. I
chose to have a worst-case scenario mindset. Only negative
things were going to happen, and I had to prepare for the
worst.
My husband, on the other hand, was happy to accept and
enjoy the entire journey. In that moment, I realized that a lot
of what we think is a choice. I was acting cup half-empty,
my husband acted cup half-full. When we focus on all the
things that could go wrong, we completely miss all the things

that actually go right. You have the power to choose your
reaction to anything at the best and also the worst of times.
There are many similarities between the experience of flying,
and the current state of the energy sector. There has been
a lot of market volatility and unpredictability, and no one
can really know with certainty what is going to happen in
the next year, or in the next five or ten years. So how can
we possibly stay focused and positive during these times? It
depends on your perspective.
When we board a plane, we fully expect that the journey
can be very turbulent at times. There will be ups and downs
because a jet needs to cut through air at 600 mph. It is a
completely standard part of the process of air travel. You will
navigate through different weather conditions, wind speeds,
in different sizes of planes. The same can be said about the
oil and gas industry.
We need to start normalizing the types of ups and downs our
industry really goes through. Challenging times are perfectly
normal and happen from time to time, and we need to remind
ourselves on a regular basis to put things into perspective.
If we think of our industry like a big jet, we’re going to
hit some turbulence because that is a normal part of the
journey. It can feel scary, but that doesn’t mean that we are
heading for disaster.

We need to trust the captain (or, in our case, our leaders)
that they will lead us to our destination. The ups and downs
are part of our business and we need to accept it and focus
on our day-to-day work, and how we can manage it better.

NOURISH NIBBLES

We choose how we react to our challenging years and we
need to learn to stop giving our attention to all the ‘what
ifs.’ We can choose to exhaust ourselves with worrying and
anxiety about all the things that could happen, or we can
focus on the facts, and what we can improve today.
On our flight returning home, I felt like a different person
because I completely shifted my perspective. I appreciated
the sound and the power of the engines roaring in order
to take flight. I completely trusted the pilot because he
was the expert on that plane and he was the only one that
could get me home safely. I enjoyed listening to all the other
passengers converse about the adventures they experienced
in Mexico. When we were making our ascent, I observed the
small ‘C’ shape of Cancun island, and I wondered how all
those gigantic resorts can fit on it.
I watched the movie Finding Nemo on the return flight
home. In one part, Dory (the Blue Tang fish) says, “Hey
there, Mr. Grumpy Gills. When life gets you down, do you
wanna know what you’ve gotta do? Just keep swimming.” A
good reminder that we can positively change our perspective
in any situation.

n

SYNERGY LAND SERVICES LTD.,

is a full-service land broker, with its head office in
Calgary and branch offices in Fort St. John, St. Albert,
Fort Macleod, Regina, Brandon and Cambridge.
Company partners Bill Giese, Keith Turner and
James McCorquodale, along with their management
team and skilled staff work together at every level
to coordinate client projects in all aspects of the
oil and gas industry, power, renewable energy,
highways and telecommunications sectors.
Please contact us for more information about
our service offerings and how we can assist with
your upcoming projects.

Pursuing Perfection
www.synergyland.ca

| 1.877.961.LAND (5263)

Synergy2013_CAPLNegotiatorAd7.25x4.75.indd 1

2013-08-19 1:38 PM
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MEET the

KNOWLEDGE
PROVIDERS

Knowledge Providers respond to inquiries and share
their expertise in order to support other CAPLA
members. We are pleased to introduce two of our
dedicated Knowledge Bank volunteers. (To see
the full list of Knowledge Providers, go the CAPLA
website and look for “Knowledge Bank” under the
Resources tab.)
CRAIG BISSCHOP
Contracts, Asset Rationalization
Canadian Natural Resources
Limited
craig.bisschop@cnrl.com
(403) 386-5518
Area of Specialty: Contracts,
Fee Lands, A&D, QBLM Land
Systems, Gross Royalty Trusts
Craig has a Bachelor of Commerce Degree in
Petroleum Land Management, a P.Land designation
with CAPL and over 20 years of oil and gas industry
experience in Western Canada and the USA. He has
also been a mentor to co-workers and others for over
15 years. Having worked in all aspects of land, he
welcomes any questions related to contracts, A&D,
fee lands, and gross royalty trusts.
SANDY SOHLBACH
Sr. Surface Land Administrator
Roy Northern Land and
Environmental
ssohlbach@roynorthern.com
(780) 835-7015
Area of Specialty: Surface Land,
First Nation Consultation
Sandy gained her experience
in land administration in her role as a surface land
administrator with Roy Northern Land and is able
to answer questions regarding preparation and
completion of all manner of documents in relation
to surface rights acquisitions on freehold and Crown
lands, Surface Rights Board ROE applications and
NEB documents, including Section 87, 34, and Section
104 notices as well as First Nation consultation. She
has been a Knowledge Provider and member of the
CAPLA Surface Education Development Committee
since 2013.
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KNOWLEDGE BANK AN
“AWESOME CONCEPT,”
SAYS CAPLA’S CEO
By Cathy Miller, CEO, CAPLA
I remember when I first became aware of the CAPLA
Knowledge Bank. I had been CAPLA’s CEO for almost
a year when I came across the webpage. The page was
rather limited at that time, with about ten or 12 listings in
total, and it had not been well maintained so the contact
information was out of date.
Even though it was not very viable at the time, I was very
impressed with the awesome concept behind the service.
This truly was members helping members in a format that
I had never seen before.
In late 2011, we ran an ad asking for volunteers to step
forward to establish the Knowledge Bank Refresher
Committee with the following responsibilities:
•

Update the existing list;

•

Establish guidelines;

•

Expand the categories;

•

Recruit Knowledge Providers;

•

Set guidelines for verification and review of
the service.

The committee we brought together did an absolutely
outstanding job on all of their responsibilities that
resulted in the “new and improved” Knowledge Bank that
is available to CAPLA members today. Special thanks to
members of the Knowledge Bank Committee, who have
now completed their mission: Lisa Mendonsa Co-chair,
Echo Chapman Co-chair, Alyssa Bruce, Cody McLean and
Katherine Bailey.
The Knowledge Bank is one of CAPLA’s best kept secrets.
If you have a question or you are unsure about how to
proceed on a specific task, why not connect with an
individual who has a good depth of knowledge in that
area and ask your question directly? With more than 35
Knowledge Providers standing by, it is an opportunity
for you to not only gain a specific piece of knowledge
but also to link to an individual who has experience and
standing within our profession. I encourage you to take
advantage of this excellent CAPLA benefit.

n

Are you a senior land administrator with knowledge to
share? Please contact Cathy at cathy@caplacanada.org to
find out how you can join the Knowledge Bank team.
Do you have a question for a Knowledge Provider? Send
it to katherine@caplacanada.org and we will publish the
answer in an upcoming issue of NEXUS.

CAPLA KNOWLEDGE PROVIDERS
Please note: This list was
published in August 2015. For
the most up-to-date contact
information, please refer to the
CAPLA website.
Mineral Lease Administration
(Crown & Freehold)
Mineral Contracts
Candace Bakay
Talisman Energy Inc.
403-693-2480
cbakay@talisman-energy.com
Mineral Contracts
Jerry McIsaac
Husky Energy
403-513-7820
jerry.mcisaac@huskyenergy.com
Mineral Contracts &
Administration
Ann Dyck
Devon Canada Corporation
403-232-7226
Ann.Dyck@dvn.com
Mineral Contracts
Brenda Hudson
Long Run Exploration Ltd.
403-718-8662
bhudson@longrunexploration.com
Mineral Contracts
Ian Clark
Shell Canada Limited
403-691-2361
Ian.R.D.Clark@shell.com
Mineral Contracts
Craig Bisschop
Canadian Natural Resources
Limited
403-386-5518
Craig.Bisschop@cnrl.com
Mineral Contracts
Diane Tholenaer
Talisman Energy Inc.
403-237-1793
dtholenaer@talisman-energy.com
Mineral Contracts &
Administration
Deb Waterhouse
Firenze Energy Ltd.
403-355-0442
dwaterhouse@sprott-toscana.com
Mineral Administration
Kim Morton
Lightstream Resources Ltd.
403-218-6093
kmorton@lightstreamres.com
Surface Lease Administration
Crown & Freehold
Teresa Hargreaves
Landworks Resource Management
Inc.
403-660-1720
theworkscorp@gmail.com
Crown & Freehold
Jen Hopkin
Traverse Landgroup

403-668-5373
jen@traverselandgroup.com
Crown & Freehold
Nadene Bateman
Paramount Resources
403-290-6290
Nadene.Bateman@paramountres.
com
Crown, Freehold, Special Areas
Leslee Laverdure
Manitok Energy Inc.
403-984-1750
llaverdure@manitok.com
Crown & Freehold
Sandy Sohlbach
Roy Northern Land and
Environmental
780-835-7015
ssohlbach@roynorthern.com
Road Use
Road Use Administrator
Ingrid Hall
Progress Energy Canada Ltd.
403-351-8114
ihall@progressenergy.com
Road Use Administrator
Echo Chapman
Independent
587-227-1160
echolynn.mcneill@gmail.com
Freehold Titles/Fee Lands
SK Mineral Crown/Freehold
Lil Fairbourn
Harvest Energy
403-231-5601
lil.fairbourn@harvestenergy.ca
Fee Lands
Craig Bisschop
Canadian Natural Resources
Limited
403-386-5518
Craig.Bisschop@cnrl.com
Fee Lands
Deb Waterhouse
Firenze Energy Ltd.
403-355-0442
dwaterhouse@sprott-toscana.com
Oilsands
Kristin Smith
Cenovus
403-766-6044
kristin.smith@cenovus.com
Reclamation
Maria Rosati
Williams Energy Canada ULC
403-852-3116
maria.e.rosati@gmail.com
A & D Mineral (Crown &
Freehold)
A & D Mineral
Candace Bakay
Talisman Energy Inc.
403-693-2480

cbakay@talisman-energy.com
A & D Mineral
Linda Barbaro
Long Term Asset Management Inc.
403-945-8645
lbarbaro@ltam.ca
A & D Mineral
Ian Clark
Shell Canada Limited
403-691-2361
Ian.R.D.Clark@shell.com
A & D Mineral
Craig Bisschop
Canadian Natural Resources
Limited
403-386-5518
Craig.Bisschop@cnrl.com
A & D Mineral
Nicole Straka
ConocoPhillips Canada
403-233-3181
Nicole.A.Straka@conocophillips.
com
A & D Mineral
Deb Waterhouse
Firenze Energy Ltd.
403-355-0442
dwaterhouse@sprott-toscana.com

403-668-5373
jen@traverselandgroup.com
SASKATCHEWAN LAND TITLES
ISC
Audrey Atkins
Aqua Slug Services Inc.
250-650-5759
audrey@aquaslug.com
ALBERTA LAND TITLES
Alberta Land Titles
Carla Vitone
Service Alberta, Calgary Land
Titles Office
403-297-6511
carla.vitone@gov.ab.ca
SPIN
Audrey Atkins
Aqua Slug Services Inc.
250-650-5759
audrey@aquaslug.com
MANITOBA LAND TITLES
VACANT
BC LAND TITLES

Joint Venture

Coreena Muise
EnCana Corporation
403-645-4761
coreena.muise@encana.com

VACANT

Regulatory Sites

Third Party Agreements

Alberta Energy Regulator
Audrey Atkins
Aqua Slug Services Inc.
250-650-5759
audrey@aquaslug.com

Sandy Sohlbach
Roy Northern Land and
Environmental
780-835-7015
ssohlbach@roynorthern.com
A & D Surface (Crown &
Freehold)
A & D Surface
Audrey Atkins
Aqua Slug Services Inc.
250-650-5759
audrey@aquaslug.com
A & D Surface
Norine Miller
Ember Resources Inc.
587-955-4448
nmiller@emberresources.com

Alberta Energy Regulator
Anna Rose
Alberta Energy Regulator
403-297-6252
Anna.Rose@aer.ca
Pipeline Act
TracyAnn Schuur
Strathcona County
780-464-8417
tracyannschuur@gmail.com
National Energy Board (NEB)
VACANT
EPayments

A & D Surface
Deb Waterhouse
Firenze Energy Ltd.
403-355-0442
dwaterhouse@sprott-toscana.com

Mineral
Lisa Mendonsa
Lightstream Resources Ltd.
403-268-7803
lmendonsa@lightstreamres.com

Land Titles

Conflict Management

ALBERTA CROWN WEB

Scott Nalder
Energy ADR Inc.
403-466-6912
scott@energyadr.ca

ETS
Audrey Atkins
Aqua Slug Services Inc.
250-650-5759
audrey@aquaslug.com
ETS
Jen Hopkin
Traverse Landgroup

Anna Rose
Alberta Energy Regulator
403-297-6252
Anna.Rose@aer.ca
. . . continued on Page 20
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Volunteer Spotlight
LINDA KRIFF: Representing CAPLA’s Regulatory Interests
By Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS
Editorial Committee
Member

L

inda Kriff likes the
fact
that
CAPLA
works to elevate
the profile of land asset
management, and that
volunteering allows her to
help CAPLA effect change
and elevate the industry.

“Volunteering for CAPLA
makes me feel I am a
part of the association
and that I am helping to
enhance the image of
land asset management,” she says. “The biggest reward
in volunteering is the long-term connections you make
with your peers, as well as the feeling of accomplishment
from having the opportunity to get information out to the
membership and keep them informed.”

Linda was a CAPLA member before she even entered the
land asset management industry. She moved to Calgary in
1999 to take a job as an accountant with a travel agency,
but gradually realized she wanted to try something
different and started taking land courses at the Mount
Royal downtown campus. She joined CAPLA as a student
member, seeing it as a good opportunity to network since
she was new to the industry.
Her first job as a contract Junior Land Administrator with
Marathon Canada Limited actually came about from a
chance meeting at CAPLA’s 2003 Pre-Stampede networking
event. Marathon was eventually sold to Husky Energy, but
she was kept on and is now Senior Land Analyst with
Husky.
Joining the CAPLA ISC (Saskatchewan’s Information
Services Corporation) Committee in 2007 was her first
volunteer experience with CAPLA. She originally joined
to share her extensive Saskatchewan land experience.
The ISC Committee has since merged with the CAPL
working group on policy to form the P&NG Customer
Advisory Committee, and she is the committee chair. She

KNOWLEDGE PROVIDERS
. . . continued from Page 19
Third Party Surface
TracyAnn Schuur
Strathcona County
780-464-8417
tracyannschuur@gmail.com
Echo Chapman
Independent
587-227-1160
echolynn.mcneill@gmail.com
Jen Hopkin
Traverse Landgroup
403-668-5373
jen@traverselandgroup.com
US Mineral & US Contract Land
Ian Clark
Shell Canada Limited
403-691-2361
Ian.R.D.Clark@shell.com
Programs
CS Explorer
Audrey Atkins
Aqua Slug Services Inc.
250-650-5759
audrey@aquaslug.com

CS Explorer
Deb Waterhouse
Firenze Energy Ltd.
403-355-0442
dwaterhouse@sprott-toscana.com
CGI Landman
Lynn Gregory
Velvet Energy Ltd.
403-781-9105
LGregory@velvetenergy.net
LandRite
Sonia Kelly
Peyto Exploration & Development
Corp.
403-263-6011
skelly@peyto.com
iLand & AbaData
Jen Hopkin
Traverse Landgroup
403-668-5373
jen@traverselandgroup.com
QBLM Land Systems
Craig Bisschop
Canadian Natural Resources
Limited
403-386-5518
Craig.Bisschop@cnrl.com
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Alternative Energy
Wind Power & Drones Contracts
Charlene Misurelli
Independent
403-272-4618
charlene.misurelli@gmail.com
Wind Energy Contracts & Power
Renewable Energy Contracts
Philip Nelson
Land Solutions
403-290-3583
philipn@landsolutions.ca
Coal Bed Methane
Jerry McIsaac
Husky Energy
403-513-7820
jerry.mcisaac@huskyenergy.com
Coal Bed Methane
Ian Clark
Shell Canada Limited
403-691-2361
Ian.R.D.Clark@shell.com

has also gone on to become a CAPLA representative for
the Saskatchewan-Industry Petroleum Tenure Advisory
Committee (“Sk-IPTAC”), an industry representative on the
Land Customer Advisory Committee and Co-chair of the
CAPLA Regulatory Committee (CRC).
Cathy Miller, CAPLA’s Chief
Executive Officer, says Linda
has been instrumental in
developing the CRC.

In addition to her CAPLA committees, Linda also volunteers
for other organizations in the city. Since 2000, she has
volunteered to sell tickets during the Calgary Stampede
for the Kinsmen Wheel Lottery, and has helped out at the
BMO Kids Day Breakfast since 2007. She is also a front-ofhouse volunteer for various
theatre groups including
BD&P Mystery Series, Y-Stage
and Lunchbox Theatre.

“In the two years since we

established the CRC, it has
come a long way thanks
to Linda’s enthusiasm and
leadership. She is dedicated
and hardworking.”

“In 2013, Linda helped
CAPLA to form the regulatory
committee and agreed to
take on the co-chair role to
launch the committee and
get it established,” she says.
“In the two years since we
established the committee, it
has come a long way thanks to Linda’s enthusiasm and
leadership. She is dedicated and hardworking.”

Linda was also a member of the 2013 PNG Tenure Exchange
Committee. She says the event’s success was satisfying
and she found the volunteer experience beneficial to
her career development. “I gave the opening and closing
remarks in the afternoon (Saskatchewan) session, which
allowed me to practice my public speaking.”

Volunteering gives her a
sense of accomplishment and
the feeling that she is part of
a large group, but Linda also
enjoys the opportunity to
bond with fellow volunteers.
Especially
with
CAPLA
volunteers.

“I enjoy the networking opportunity and being a CAPLA
representative with other associations,” she says. “It is a
great feeling to connect with other members and to be
able to put a face to the name of people you deal with on
a regular basis.”

n

If you know an outstanding CAPLA volunteer, nominate
them for a Volunteer Spotlight. Contact Katherine Matiko,
CAPLA Communications Specialist, at katherine@
caplacanada.org for more information.

LAND AND ENVIRONMENT
GO TOGETHER LIKE
COMMON AND SENSE.
The experts in Land Acquisition offer Environmental Services as well.
Makes perfect sense to us. An A to Z solution that is far more efficient and
effective, making your life so much easier. For expert land management
and environmental services - call 1-866-834-0008 or visit
landsolutions.ca and relax.
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Volunteer Spotlight
CHARLENE MISURELLI: Sharing Her Talents with CAPLA
By Mandi Zatyko,
NEXUS Editorial
Committee Member

V

olunteerism was
instilled at an early age in Charlene
Misurelli. Her grandparents and parents were big
volunteers, and encouraged her to make a difference.
“My father used to say, Everyone has a talent – use
it to help others,” she says.
“It is a priceless opportunity to meet, network and
collaborate with a diverse group of subject matter experts.
I enjoy being around people like myself who love, take
an interest in and enjoy what they do, and want to help
solve problems.”
Charlene first started in the
oil and gas industry with Mobil Oil in field administration
and First Nations negotiations
before she moved into land
asset management over 15
years ago. She has worked
for companies in Alberta,
British Columbia, Europe and
Jakarta, Indonesia, obtaining
her certification in Energy
Asset Management from RIT
in Sweden. Her first industry association as a member
was with CAPPA, and she has
since joined and remained a
member of PJVA and CAPLA.

“I like interacting with my fellow colleagues. Any idea that
is proposed in a meeting always generates a lively debate
about the many different ways to handle an issue, and what
the outcome might be or why it could have an impact,”
she says. “The people on these various teams bring and
share a wealth of knowledge, skills and experience from
which CAPLA and I, as a member, greatly benefit.”
It was Charlene’s dedication and enthusiasm for contract
drafting and updating contract language to reflect a more
common, everyday way of speaking that first caught Tim
Laws’ attention when he joined the Contracts Committee.
“Charlene brings energy and passion to every meeting,”
he says. “She pays close attention to discussions and is
not afraid to speak up or participate. Her input is wellthought-out and very valuable to the committee.”
There are also committees and causes outside of CAPLA
for which Charlene frequently gives her time. In addition
to mowing lawns and shovelling walks for elderly
neighbours, she has collected old towels for the Calgary
Humane Society and completed numerous building,
shingling
and
painting
projects for friends in need
and Habitat for Humanity. She
is also an executive director
for a Calgary antiques club.

“When you volunteer, the

greatest reward is working
with other people who rise to
the challenge and contribute
their best efforts to complete
a project. Knowing you made
a difference and seeing the
smile on everyone’s face at the
end – that’s priceless!”

“My exciting career has been
truly a blessing,” she says. “It warms my heart and has
opened many doors for me.”
Joining the CAPLA Round Table Committee many years
ago was Charlene’s first CAPLA volunteer opportunity.
Since then, she has been chair of the Land & Accounting
Team and a Knowledge Provider on wind power contracts
for the Knowledge Bank. She currently volunteers for
the A&D Education Development Committee and the
Contracts Education Development Committee.
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“When you volunteer, the
greatest reward is working
with other people who rise to
the challenge and contribute
their best efforts to complete
a project,” she says. “Knowing
you made a difference and
seeing the smile on everyone’s face at the end – that’s
priceless!”

Charlene plans to continue to
volunteer and be involved in
CAPLA so she can continue
to challenge herself. Issues such as changing regulations,
new technologies, and new trends and innovations like
alternative energies, LNG and drones are some of the biggest challenges she currently sees in the industry and her
job.
“The challenges are always intriguing. I am the type
of person who enjoys understanding all the pieces of a
puzzle and then putting them all together to see the big
picture,” she says as she encourages other CAPLA members
to volunteer and challenge themselves.

n

Our Sponsors
Thank You to the Sponsors of the “Triple RoundUp” Pre-Stampede Event on June 18, 2015

Triple

Tier
Round-Up 1
Tier
2
Tier 3

G E O M AT I C S

Tier 4

Celebrating 65 years in 2014.

UNIVERSAL
Geomatics Solutions

Hosted By:
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knowledge

IS POWER.
Francis Bacon

Power your upstream decision-making with
customer-driven data, integrated software
and services from geoLOGIC.
At geoLOGIC, we help turn raw data into actionable knowledge. That’s a
powerful tool to leverage all your decision making, whether it’s at head
office or out in the field. From comprehensive oil and gas data to mapping
and analysis, we’ve got you covered. Get all the knowledge you need, all in
one place with geoLOGIC.
For more on our full suite of decision support tools, visit geoLOGIC.com

geoSCOUT

|

gDC

Upstream knowledge solutions

